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A study has been made to select arts activities that
will help enhance creativity.
amount of creative ability.

All children possess some
Children, if encouraged, can

develop this potential; if they are discouraged they tend
to draw inward and thus their creativity is stifled.

Ways

for teachers to help increase and encourage creativity are
discussed.

Activities in the areas of art, music, and drama

are presented in the project portion of this paper and will
be used as a handbook for elementary teachers.
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Chapter 1
CREATIVE ARTS ACTIVITIES FOR ELEMENTARY STUDENTS
Justification
After teaching in the Kennewick school district for
three years, the writer has noticed that the elementary
curriculum does not include an ample creative arts program.
Believing that the arts improve one's self-esteem and
develop creativity, a handbook of creative arts activities
for elementary teachers has been developed.
Problem
Children need additional opportunities to develop
their abilities in the Kennewick elementary schools.
Purpose
The writer has developed a handbook of creative arts
activities to be used in the Kennewick elementary schools.
Assumptions
The creative arts are an effective method of
promoting self-expression and creativity.
These carefully selected activities are effective in
stimulating creativity.

1

2

Definitions
For the purposes of this study these terms will
mean:
Creative arts:
Creativity:

Art, music, and drama.

Creativity is a way of living.

tivity is a methodology of problem solving.
individuals have these qualities about them:
(2) flexibility,
osity,

(3) originality,

(6) complexity,

Highly creative
(1) fluency,

(4) elaboration,

(7) risk taking,

Crea-

(5) curi-

(8) imagination, and

(9) humor.
Positive self-esteem:

A positive f~eling towards

self; a "can do" attitude.
Procedure
The writer spent time with Bud Williams from "Company
Seven," which is a class for creatively talented students in
Yakima, Washington.

Arts activities that have been found

most effective for elementary children have been gathered for
this project.

Additional effective arts activities have

been assembled from experiences in the writer's classroom as
well as colleagues' classrooms.

These activities have been

compiled into a handbook of creative arts activities for
elementary teachers.
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Overview
Chapter two contains a review of related literature.
Chapter three is the handbook of creative arts activities.
The final chapter includes the Surrunary, Conclusions, and
Recorrunendations.

Chapter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
In the past the educational system has regarded the
arts as superfluous.

This attitude has limited the arts

programs, which in turn has limited the development of
creative thinking skills.

Creativity is a natural function

of a child's development.

With proper encouragement the

child will achieve his full creative potential.

The following

will discuss this problem, the subject of creativity, and
ways to alleviate the lack of creativity in the elementary
schools.
Creativity is often considered a God-given quality
that only a chosen few possess.

It is not a talent, but a

characteristic that is natural to human nature.

"It is

often identified as talent because something in our current
plan of education and our present mode of living kills it off
in so many people"

(13:6-7).

Creativity and love have been

compared by many writers.

It is said that the capacity for

both is present at birth.

The degree to which love is

abundant is the degree to which creativity is likely to be
present.

The type of environment a child is placed in will

determine whether or not the child's full creative potential
is met.

Maslow's order of basic needs of man helps clarify

the above statement:

(1)

Essential body needs--food, water,
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shelter, etc.

(2) Physical safety.

emotional support.

(3) Need to be loved--

(4) To be accepted, valued, avoid rejec-

tion and disapproval.

(5) Achievement, self-expression, to

be creative and productive, to realize one's potentials and
translate them into actuality.

Maslow believes that children

cannot achieve until their first three basic needs are
comfortably taken care of.

Creativity functions most freely

on levels four and five (13:34-35).

As children, primary

creativity grows out of love, play, enthusiasm, humor, and
imagination and is gradually lost in the process of acculturation.

Not all children lose their creativity and for

those that do, it can be regained with the proper environment
and encouragement (15).
Creativity has been given many definitions.

It is

most often defined as a kind of person, product, or process.
Almost all definitions of creative behavior include the
production of something new.

"A number of investigators

have defined creativity by contrasting it with conformity"
(14:3),

saying in general that creativity has been seen as

contributing original ideas, different points of view, and
new ways of looking at problems.

Conformity has been seen

as doing what is expected and not disturbing or causing
trouble for others.

Although they are not equal, .some say

creativity is needed for conformity, meaning that the
creative child understands that it is sometimes necessary to
conform.

Certainly conformity makes it much easier for

others to accept a creative child.
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Initially, we look to models of people who are or
were creative to understand the characteristics and attributes of the highly creative individual.

Following are some

characteristics that are generally accepted.
Fluency
Vertical thinking; ability to associate items or
subjects to a common thesis; ability to draw upon knowledge,
utilize knowledge, recall.

Used in problem solving, i.e.,

how many uses can you think of for a brick?
Flexibility
To use that knowledge, or related items, in a flexible way, without restrictions.

Horizontal thinking.

Broadens one's ability to solve problems with multi-solutions
(there's more than one way to skin a cat).

Offering self

options, then choosing the best one for a specific situation.
For example, you can use the brick for even more things if
you smash it, break it into chunks, etc.

(No restrictions,

self-imposed or other-imposed.)
Originality
Bringing together all of your resources to solve a
problem, a problem that you have never solved before.

It

requires only that the solution be new and different to the
individual.
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Elaboration
Exploring all the facets of an idea; going beyond
the ''adequate" solution, glorifying, detailing, explaining
intracacies, i.e., adding embellishments to the brick or
connecting it to other things, coloring it, putting many
bricks together, etc.
Curiosity
The desire to know; the thirst for knowledge; just
plain "being snoopy."

For example, taking the time to "try

the brick out," even when one might not have the time; throw
it down to see how solid it is, whether it will break when
it hits the ground, examine all facets of it to see how many
things one can do with it.
Complexity
Paradoxical behavior-flexibility is part of complexity.

Acting with appropriateness at a given time.

The

complex person tends to be an agent of change; open to new
ideas.
Risk Taking
Gamble on the results, take a chance, an attitude of
"nothing lost" if a plan or project doesn't work; unorthodox
behavior.
Imagination
Fantasizing, the unreal, visualizing is a large part
of imagination, day dreaming, some call it "seeing with the
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mind's eye,'' the dream world, surrealism.

Imagination is

a very important concept; things that were once believed to
be fiction came into reality and inventions.

Nothing really

new can come into being without imagining, visualizing.
Humor
People who are highly creative have a sensitivity
for the bizzare, pathos, whimsy, a flamboyant joy in living,
play, play acting, and clowning.
Each individual possesses all of these characteristics to one degree or another.

And, it is possible to

increase one's abilities in each area to create a richer,
fuller existence: for instance, decrease stress, increase
energy, further heighten one's positive attitude about life
and living (15).

Crutchfield found that independent thinkers

were able to function effectively under stress, relatively
unsusceptible to generalized anxiety, relatively free of
feelings of inferiority and inadequacy, open and free in
emotional processes, ascendant in relations with others,
persuasive, able to mobilize resources easily and effectively,
active and vigorous, natural and free from pretense, expressive, and able to seek and enjoy aesthetic impressions
(14:2-5).
Guilford considers creative thinking to be a subclass
of thinking in general (14:5).

Traditionally, our public

school systems have taught mainly convergent . thinking skills.
Convergent thinking is thinking that is directed towards a

9

single correct answer.
example.

A math problem would be a good

Our schools have taught to memorize, think criti-

cally, to see relationships, and to build concepts in terms
of this culture.

Divergent thinking, on the other hand,

involves searching or changing directions to find a "new"
answer, rather than a correct answer.

II

. It does not

necessarily mean flying in the face of convention, but it
frequently leads to unconventional results.

. It can be

said that creative people are more likely to excel in the
divergent thinking abilities"

(10:25).

Therefore, creativity

is stimulated when children are encouraged to do divergent
rather than convergent thinking (8:2).

Divergent thinking

is thought of by many as the basis for creativity.

This is

not to say that convergent thinking is unimportant, only that
there needs to be a balance between the two.
A great difference is made by either encouraging or
discouraging creativity in school.

As children grow, expe-

riences play a larger part in creativity than heredity.

The

role of the teacher is to help the child have positive growing experiences (1:348-350).

Stein has maintained that an

environment conducive to creativity must be free of hostility,
criticism and evaluation.
vacuum or with a vacuum"
risking yourself.

"A child will never create in a
(4:85).

Being creative means

If a child does not feel supported by the

teacher he will not take the risk involved in being different.
If the students feel that the teacher is on their side it
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will encourage creative thinking to flourish.

The more

creative individuals more than the less creative individuals
tend to inhibit their creative thinking unless they feel
confident their ideas will be accepted.

A teacher can whip

the children into shape, but lose the creativity on the way.
Some do this because they feel that creativity in the classroom means allowing lying, because they are inventing something, and cheating and stealing, if they do it in ingenious
ways.

"Almost always .

. they will find that these

disapproved manifestations of creative thinking ability are
linked with a lack of guidance or with coercive and overly
punitive discipline"

(14:11).

allowed but rather, reguided.
have its benefits.

These behaviors need not be
Being a creative teacher does

He or she tends to have more variety in

class programs, be more aware of the children's unique skills,
have a closer relationship with the children and have fewer
discipline problems.

It will help the teacher to think of

the "individual compared to a canvas on which an artist
works:

the form is the same but every touch of the brush

on this canvas changes it into something different from any
other canvas in existence"

(13:13).

'

Teachers can help encourage creativity by being
respectful of unusual questions; being respe·ctful of unus,ual,
imaginative ideas; showing pu~ils th~ir ideas have valtie;
having pupils . do something for practice without evaluation.
Rogers has contended that external evqluation should be
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absent if creativity is to flourish.

According to him,

external evaluation is always a threat, elicits defensiveness and results in denying the awareness of some area of
experience (14:206).
sary for growth.

Others feel that evaluation is neces-

It has been suggested that evaluation be

tied in with causes and consequences, while recognizing the
child's creative needs and abilities.
James A. Smith sets up eighteen principles of
creative teaching:
1.

In creative teaching, something new, different

or unique results.
2.
cesses

In creative teaching, divergent thinking pro-

are stre~sed.
3.

In creative teachingf motivational tensions are

a prerequisite to the creative process~

The process serves

as a tension-relieving ~gent.
4.

In creative teaching, open-ended situations are

utilized.
5.

In creative teaching, there comes a time when

the teacher withdraws and children face the unknown themselves.
6.

In creative teaching, the outcomes are unpre-

dictable.
7.

In creative teaching, conditions are set which

make possible preconscious thinking.
8.

Creative teaching means that students are encour-

aged to generate and develop their own ideas.
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9.

In creative teaching, differences, uniqueness,

individuality, originality, are stressed and rewarded.
10.

In creative teaching, the process is as important

as the product.
11.

In creative teaching certain conditions must be

set to permit creativity to appear.

All ideas are accepted,

all are involved, good rapport, air of expectancy, no child
experiences failure, fluency of ideas, and individuality
rewarded.
12.

In creative teaching, teaching is "success"

rather than "failure" oriented.
13.

In creative teaching, provision is made to learn

knowledge and skills but provision is also made to apply
these in new problem solving situations.
14.

In creative teaching, self-initiated learning

is encouraged.
15.

In creative teaching, skills of constructive

criticism and evaluation skills are developed.
16.

In creative teaching, ideas and objects are

manipulated and explored.
17.

Creative teaching employs democratic processes.

The teacher guides, suggests, helps and sets realistic
limits.
18.

In creative teaching, methods are used which are

unique to the development of creativity, such as:

unevaluated

practice; deferred judgement; removal of known blocks to
creativity; brainstorming; creative evaluation.
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To be a creative teacher means having a primary
image or model that guides your thinking and actions. Teachers
need to accept themselves positively, accurately, and
realistically, and utilize their full potential.

They need

to be aware of and sensitive and responsive to people, ideas
and events.

Having a sense of security in uncertainty, a

tolerance for ambiguity is important.
must always be willing to learn.
teach creatively at all times.

A creative teacher

Teachers cannot aim to
It isn't easy to take the

risks and bear the discomfort of uncertainty.

The individual

teacher decides how much he can bear and what efforts are
worth the cost.
Children enjoy creativity and most like to talk about
their creative act.

Through it they clarify and develop

their self-concept.

Most children desire and need such

opportunities.

A supportive teacher encourages the child

to share which in turn reduces stress in the child.

The

child strives to please and pulls things out of the preconscious that he hardly knew were there.
when opened up, is a well of creativity.

The preconscious,
Through creativity

children learn to feel good about themselves.
Teaching for creativity, expecially in the arts, has
been thought of as a "frill" in our schools.

Research into

creativity shows this to be untrue because (1) creative
learning is a highly effective way of learning.

Children

tend to learn more and retain longer from the creative
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learning process.

It employs all those facets of learning

that are essential and more.

(2) . "Frills" are a necessary

part of the teaching-learning process if progress in educational ~ractices is to be made.

This is the area where new

ideas are tested, it is necessary for educational advancement (13: 7).

"The main purpose of teaching the creative

arts in the elementary school is to keep alive the creativity
which contributes so much to our democratic way of life"
(13:176).
Art, music, drama, and literature can claim the
greatest creative output of all the areas of endeavor in this
country.

Creative endeavor has been more readily accepted

by the public in these areas and more creative people have
directed their output into these fields.

Art shouldn't be

an isolated field but rather an aspect of living in general.
It should help to embellish and to enrich day to day activities.

Creativity can be developed in all aspects of living

and consequently in all areas of the elementary school
curriculum (13:6).

Using art, music, and drama as a basis for

creativity is a wise goal for teachers.
"I am convinced that all teachers in all situations,
be those situations rich or deprived, brilliant or dull, can
keep creativity al.ive.

But it will come only when we under-

stand what creativity is and make learning so exciting and
full of discovery that all children wil feel . . . learning
can be delightful!"

(13:20).

Chapter 3
A HANDBOOK OF CREATIVE ARTS ACTIVITIES
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A HANDBOOK
of

CREATIVE ARTS ACTIVITIES

for use by elementary teachers

In Partial Fulfillment
of the Requirements for the Degree
Master of Education

by

Linda Linn
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liOLLOW ' FORM CI.At HEADS
Grade• K-2 may only be able to do part•
of thia project. Look it over and judge
if the claaa ia capable of thi• or not.
All·gradea would benefit from learning
how to make pinch pota which ia the firat
step of this project.
Utilizing two fiaaic thUfflb pots., welded
together into a hollow form, a clay
head can be made. To make a thumb pot
ai,aply stick your thumba into a ball
of clay and pinch the aides until you
have a pot. Starting with a little
over a i,oond of clay - a ball about the
aize of an orange-the clay is divided
into two equal sized balls. · Each ball
ia made into a th11111b pot with walls
between a quarter and a half inch thick.
Once ,the hollow form ia made it ahould
be paddled into an egg shape. (The baaic
shape of a hwnan head.)
Now a coil neck is made and welded t9 the
head, coc;k.ing !)r slanting the :::ga
·
forward on the neck(aee illustration).
Next the thumba are pressed into the
egg head to make eye sockets. Remember:
The eye• are half way between the tip
~f the ch.in and the top of the akull.
Feature• for·the head are made from 811lall
pieces of clay and attached to the basic
akull . form - short coils for eyebrows
and hair, a football shape for eyeballs,
a pyramid for a nose, halves of 811lall
cookie a for·· ears. The mouth can be cut
with a ceramic needle; 1:hen by pinching
in the cheeks the mouth will open slightly.
Other features can be. -preas-ed · 1.ito t~e cl;iy. A pencil eraser will make
pupils for the ·eyea. The point of the pencil will punch in nostril• and
make details such as face lines, and it will help weld on p&rts in•·hard to
get at places. As a matter of fact, a lead pencil ia a fine clay tool,
as are wooden auc:ker and pop~.cle , stick&. Wooden tongue depressors are
good, too. A cardboard palatte is bandy to turn around and transport the
clay piece.
Important! Every added piece must be carefully welded to the whole. When
clay dries it shrinks. Your hollow head may drop its ears or eyebrows
before it can be fired. Groaa as it may sound, aaliva ia a good adhaive
for clay. That'• right, •pit on it before welding the part to the whole.
Then smear the clay on, •olidly blending the clay to clay.
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Also importantl Make aure that your clay head is well vented, that ia,
that aomaplace there ia a hole into the hollow apace. When clay ia fired
in a ceramic kiln it tenda to capture •team in cloeed pocketa and cavitiea.
Thua it cc uplode from the pruaure, Probably when the noatrila are
punched or the mouth ia cut the head cavity will be vented aufficiently.
If not~ punch a hole in the bottom, inaide the neck.
MATERIALS NEEDED: Pottery clay or modeling clay
Glazes if desired
TOOLS,
Lead pencil
Popsicle sticks
Sucker aticka
Ceramic needles
Wood paddle•
Cardboard palattea
VARIATIONS:
Heads of historical characters
Portrait• of claaamatea
Cartoons and exaggerated heada
Use for paper weights
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K-3
PIN WHEEL
MATERIALS NEEDEn: ~dssors
l'ushpins
t"ulet"s
~oun<l stick or straw
Ii" ''H'!u:tres o~ riaper
J. ''ftlt:~ ~ six-inch sntrnre of pt1ner. Cut alonr the dotted lines,
hut ~('ln't cut llll the wav through the center of the square. The
~nllowiT'lr> ni~pra"1 sho~.,s how to fo · ·l the paper to ~et the dotted
l1 nes ~ncl where to cut.

,
,,
,

'

,,,
/

,/

'

~

~~

~

""
2. Bend the four corners into
the crnter of the square.

3. ~ttach the pinwheel to a wooden
stick or straw with a pushpin. Do
not push the pushpin all the way in.
Leave room fnr the pinwheel to
spin. Note: Be sure the pushpin
poes through all of the four corners.
St;GGESTIOHS :
Shiny origami paper comes in many colors and makes a lovely pinwheel. Glue
on some sequins for extra sparkle! Or try using a colorful page torn from
a magazine. Plain white paper is good too. Decorate it with colored
felt-tipped markers, Cut a design around the edge of the square before
you begin.

2-s
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PETER MAX-STYLE CHARACTERS
Vivid colors, light.distortion, and high contrast painting• of people are
the distinctive style• of the famous artist Peter Max. Applying his techniques to characterizations of classmates, friends, relatives, and perhaps
the teacher is great fun. The results are pictures that seldom fail to
please ~fther the artist or viewer, but the model - well, that depends
upon how complimentary the characterization is. The subject may be pleasedor not!
Since we will want this masterpiece to be durable, let us begin with a 12"
X 18" sheet of oak tagboard, or a similar material.
With a pencil, sketching very lightly, draw a circle in the upper half of
a vertical rectangle. Then add a blunt point to the bottom of the circle.
If you can draw a good egg, you can draw a human head, because the egg shape
is the basic shape of the human head. That makes us all egg heads ••• ahem.
The circle will contain the cerebrum, the blunt point the lower jaw.
Divide the head into four parts with a sketch mark. The nose will center
on the vertical line; the eyes on the horizontal line. Generally the eyes
are centered half way between the tip of the chin and the top of the skull.
Why is it that we tend to put the eyes up on the forehead? This causes the
face to app·ear stupid.
Make another mark half way between the eyeline and the chin. This will
tell you where the base of the nose should be. Another line half way
between the nose line and the chin will be a guide to placing the mouth.
When locating any facial fetatures, look at the model. Are the features
hi~her or lower than the average human head? Are the features larger or
smaller than avera1e.
The eye is basically an almond shape that is as about one fourth of the
width of the head at the eye line. A space the length of an eye should
be allowed in between the eyes. While you are drawing the eyes, draw
the temples, those slight indentations or soft spots on each side of the
skull at the eye line.
The nose is a long, wedge shape flared at the top like a vase that continues
on to be the eyebrow lines. Noses~Yary greatly, but it is fairly safe to
make the base of the nose about as wide aa one eye. Two round lobes on
each side of the base and a little ball in the center tip of the nose
must be considered. Take care not to mak~ lines that are strong and heavy.
Also, be conservative with the amount of lines used co sketch the nose or
the nose will not seem to blend i~to the face • .The fewer lines, the
younger the character will be.
·
The mouth is a cupid's bow on top and an Indian bow on the bottom. Mouths
and lips vary so much in size that there is no proportional formula. So,
look at the model and estimate. Until you are quite skillful in visualizing and sketching, draw the mouth in a closed position. Open mouths
with teeth showing are, more often than not, ugly, · in a drawing
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The ear in a full forward view is like a slim question mark with a hook
at the bottom.· Though some people's ears stick out like bat wings, it
is more complimentary to lay them flat against the head.
Since it is impossible to draw every hair on the head, just draw the bulk,
or bodies, of the hair. Attempting to draw every hair results in a maaa
and texture that looks like a haystack. Hairlines go all the way from
bald to han~ing over the eyes. Placement of the hairline is crucial to
establishing the character of the model. Hair styles are lone and short,
curly and straight, thick and thin, high and low.
Attach the neck lines under the ear lobes, curve them in slightly, and
let them grow into the shoulders. Sometimes amateur artists attach
necks as if they were tomato cans or golf tees •••
When all of the features are sketched in place, trace over all of the lines
that are to be included in the drawing, using a black felt-tip pen. Ignore
the unwanted or "mistake" sketch lines. Then apply good quality pastels
in vivid colora. Put the color on thick and solid, covering every speck
of the surface, but let the wide black lines show. Blending and shading
can be executed in areas, but this is not required to attain a good
result. Use both solid and shaded areas if you like.
Feel free to distort color. Give the lady a chartruse face or magenta
hair. The background can be broken with circles, stripes, plaids, or
simply divided portions. Sometimes the effect of colored strobe lighting
is achieved by divisions of color in a cubiatic fashion. In other words,
the artist should not be restricted by realism. He or she should take
advantage of artistic license. Deliberate distortion of the facial form
is also fair. In fact, exageration of features and/or proportions can
result in stranger characterizations.
Finally, cut a B1Dall amount of shallac with alcohol, 50/50. Apply the
shallac to the surface of the picture with a soft brush. Some streaking
TMY occur, but this will only add to the total effect. Brush lightly to
minimize the streaking. The shallac will set the oil crayon and keep
it from smearing, thus preserving the masterpiece for posterity.
Begin by teaching the basics of drawing a face. Model a drawing on the
board with the class following you. After they have this mastered, you
may move on to Peter Max Portraits.
}fATERIALS NEEDED: Drawing pencil
Manila oak tagboard
Black felt-tip pens (wide)
Oil pastels (crayons)
Shallac and Alcohol (thinner)
Soft brush (wide)
Note: to clean the brush simply use one hundred percent alcohol.

Please note: Images on page 26 were redacted due to copyright concerns.
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K-5
SOME GREAT CLA\' IDEAS

from Sa di Bushnell

TOOTHPICK POTS - or enlarged to be WEED POTS
Flatten a ball of clay for the back of. the pot.
Flatten another ball of clay and make impressions
on it lnth anything you like, ex. ruler, pencil,
rings, ~?ire on a note~ook, etc. Cut to the
desired shr\nE' :rncl pinch to the hack at: the e.clre,
he{n~ !'mre to le.1-!ve. enou~h of "'" OJ:'eninf.' to fill
it. T'sinr vnnr r,1:mcil ttri, m<tke -'l hoJ P. :fn the
h~ck to han~ { t ~y. Fire. r.lAze if ~e~irecl.
'rill with toothpic1':s or <lr:f.ed flowers.
r.re;it ~Ht idea!

PICTURE FRA:1ES
A si. 1ple

project ·- a great rift for Mothers Day.

Flatten a ball of clay to an oblong shape.
Decorate with impressions. Use a jar lid to cut
a hole for the picture, and a small hole for hanging.
Fire. Glaze if desired. Put your favorite picture
inside.

OTHER IDEAS:
Gum Saver

Bells

Hind Chimes
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DRAWING ANIMALS WITH CIRCLES
Children build "dravina vocabulariu" much ·a• they do word and phraae
vocabulariu, Otherwiae, they would continue to aymboliae with th••••
ater*Otyped, ••cure aymbola that they firat learn. Once they be&in to
un.deratand baaic ahapea, converting them into repreaentative forma, their
individual repertoire of aymbol• and groups of aymbola auddeuly explodea.
One method of helping young artists become sensitive to baaic abapes 1• the
introduction of circle drawings of animals, birds, insect•, and fiah.
COfflbining the circles and making aimple attachments reaults in cartoon
forms. Once an interest ia established in more realistic shapes and
proportions, a more sensitive view of realistic animals develops.
Thia is not to say that children's symbolic drawing and painting is without
merit. Indeed, symbolic and primitive art has a charm all of its own. The
circle drawings are a developmental bridge to more sophisticated art forms.
We suggest that the drawings first be rendered with black crayon, sketching
lightly then retracing a harder line for the finished drawing. Other
colors of crayon can fill in the areas, colorbook style, the method beat
known to children. Textures and shading are not likely to appear until
adolescent ye.are when more realistic details increase.
MATERIALS NEEDED: paper, black crayons, colored cr.ayoua
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YARN NECKLACES
MATERIALS NEEDED: Tagboard
Colored tissue paper
sc;;; -:sors
yarn
hole . punch
glue .
1. Cut out one of the shaoes
apple, from the tar-boar~.
2.

"Punch

l'I.

use the

hn]e in thP stem nf the l'lpple.

1. 'reitr re~ tis,=;ue '"' ""er :fnto sml'lll ,;,feces.
r~UT!l~1e ~~ch ~iece until you have enour.h
to coveT t~P. a~~]e.

4. r.ruryle enoup,h ~reen tiRsue pllp~r for the leaf
and enou~h brown paper for the stem.
5. Spread glue on the apple. Press the
crumpled tissue bits into the glue. Let
the glue dry.
6, Thread a piece of yarn through the hole. Tie the yarn in a bow.
Hang the apple around your neck or give it to someone you like!

Here are some more shapes - or make up a design of your ownl
independent center activity!

A great
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NOTAN BANNERS
If you are lookinR for a method of decorating a large room for a festive
occasion, these colorful banners are perfect. They are reminiacent of
the cloth banner• in the halls of ancient caatle1.
Notan ia an oriental design technique utilizing neRative and positive
contrast. Cut from folds, the design ia generally ..::y:.ietrical. The
cuts can be very intricate and therefore ornate. But, beware! The
more intricate and ornate, the more perception it take• to reaaaemble
the hole• cut from the original lacy piece. So, the project i• an
excellent exerciae in problem solving for young minds.
1. Begin with two 36" x 36 11 piece• of colored butcher paper, one1~of ,.
a dark hue and the other a light hue, for good contrast. In an art claaa
each student can have one 36" :x 36" sheet, then trade half (18" x 36")
with claaamatea ao that each haa two huea. In the lower grades I would
sugi;es ~ having the paper already cut to eave time. You may also want
to use a amaller abeet of paper until the children have the idea of
positive and negative down.
2. Fold the paper in half, factory edge to factory edge - because the·
tear edges aa the paper comes from the roll are often slightly off
square and rough. Cut into two 18" x 36" pieces.
3. Now select which hue will be the background and which hue will be
cut into the design to be pasted onto the background.
4.

'Pold about 4" up on the bottom of both pieces and 1-1/2" on the tops.

5. Cut the 4" and 1-1/2" •tripe off of the piece that will be cut up
into the design.
6. On the background piece, the 4" at the bottom can be 1ca1ioped or
fringed for an extra decorative bottom finish. The 1-1/2" piece is to
make a top hem, into which a hanger made of stiff wire or a small dowel
or stick can be inserted.
·
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7. Now fold up the deli!U' piece like the diagrams shown on the preceding
~age and cut bi~ bites out of all aidea. (For aecond grader• I have
found it hel,ful to hsve the student• draw the deaigns and have them
checked before cuttin~. Thia saves paper.) The more the designer
cuts, the more delicate the deaign will be. It might be well to open
the paper up for a look before proceeding to more cuts. Cut freely with
little inhibition - it is not possible to know what the design will
look like when unfolded anyway.
8. All that is left to do is to paste the intricate design onto one
side of the background piece. You may need another pair of hands to
help lay the design in place, so yell for helpf It should fit perfectly.
9, Now comes the puzzle. Paste all of ihe ~ites in their proper
place on the other side of the banner. You will either have to have
a good memory or be turning the banner over for a lot of looks. If the
Qackground piece is a light huei like yellow, stick it up on a
window where light will shine through ••• or is that cheatiaa a little?
'.
10. Stretch stove wire across the room to hang the banners so that
both sides can be viewed. The more banners the better.
Alternatives: Add a few bright apots of another color, strategically
placed in the design.
Try cutting two designs of two colors at the same time. Paste one
hue down. Then offset the next hue slightly as you paste it on top
of the first; trim the edge off that han~s over the background - a
neat effect. Try cutting bites out of the centers of th;:!: Urst bites
you cut - add those to the holes in the positive design on the other
side. If you must economize with paper, make 9" x 36" or 911 x 18"
banners. If you can be extravagant, make 36" x 72" fpr a huge room.
For expensive but permanent banners make them of felt. The effect
is overwhelming.

MATERIALS NEEDED:

Colored butcher paper
Paste or Elmers glue

Newspaper {to put down for pasting)
Large scissors
Wire or stick
A classroom of kids

2-5
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NOW IS THAT TRUE?
There is an international organization that plays "now is that true",
and it is also a popular game on talk radio shows. The rules are simple.
The caller tells a true or false story about himself. The talk show host
tries to guess if the story is true or not true. In this case the caller
is simply trying to stu1np the host, and the host simply tallies how many
wins or losses he/she has in a given program time.
However, the game is useful as a creative writing activity. Each participant is asked to write three statements, stories, incidents, etc, about
him/herself. Two of the statements are to be true and one false. It
becomes a drama activity when the v r iter tries to tell all three statements
without giving away the lie.
For example:
1. '' 'y : d eter had three sets of teeth, her baby teeth, another set of
teeth, and then her pennenant teeth.
2,

I was a male registered nurse who was never allowed to practice.

3.

I played a role in a movie, "Pillars in the Sky", f ilmed in
La Grande, Oregon.

Which story is not true?
To tally the votes, the names of all participants are written on a blackboard or large piece of paper taped to the wall. This increases the
excitement as the votes come in. All participants vote, by paper ballot,
their guess of which statement is not true. The writer receives one point
for every incorrect guess. 1'he guess-2¥ gets one point for a correct guess.
When all of the incorrect votes (guesses) are tallied, the writer announces
which statement is not true. Then the correct votes are tallied. The
next writer then reads his/her statements.
Some suggestions about guessing:
Coincidences happen in almost everyone's life.
true.

So, generally they are

Stories about meeting celebrities are generally true, depending upon the
circumstances of the meeting.
Depending upon the individual, fantasies, which of course are untrue, will
be told as fact. "I had a date with a movie star," or ir~ i1went,··d a •• , "
Usually the story teller will refrain from boasting when playing this
game. If there is a boast, it probably is not true.
Watch the face of the writer as he/she reads. Often he/she will look up
to see if you believe the fake one, So, it is ok to "psych" out the
author.
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IMAGINATION: BEGINNING EXERCISES
The firat day the cla•a meets. the leader will do well to begin with the
aimpleat ezercisee'·in which imagination is involved. Regardleaa of age
level there must be an opportunity for the participants to go beyond the
here and now, but they cannot, and should not, be expected to handle a
story or create an improvisation. It is also wise to begin with the entire
group, if space permits. This removes all thought of audience, thereby
diminishing fear and self-consciousness.
How the leader begins will be determined by the age, experience, and

number in the group, as well as the size of the playing space. If the
group is fortunate in having a very large ro0111, physical movement is an
excellent opening exercise. Music or even a drumbeat will enhance the
mood and help to focus the attention. One simple and very effective
way of beginning is to have the group walk to the beat of the drum. As
the group become• more comfortable and relaxed, the beat can be changed:
rapid, double time, slow, and so on. The participants, in listening for
the change in beat, forget themselves and are usually able to use their
entire bodies. Galloping, skipping, and hoppi ng are fun for younger
children, and good exercise for those much older.
From the purely physical body movement, the teacher may move on to mood.
For example, if the group has been walking to a beat, he may suggest
that there is green grass underfoot. "How does it feel to you? Your feet
are tired. Think what it is like to put them down on soft, cool grass.
Take off your shoes. Wallt on it. Feel it."
Soon the steps will become more flexible as the image of grass grows
stron1er. The teacher might suggest, next, that there is ice underfoot.
"It is hard, slippery, difficult to walk on, dangerous." The movement
usually changes perceptibly now as the participants imagine the difficulties of crossing an icy pavement. Muscles are tensed and bodies stiffen.
It is here that one or two may lose their balance or even slip and fall
down as they get into the spirit of the situation. The teacher'a
acknowledgment of their efforts offers encouragement and usually stimulates
further invention. Imagining that they are running across hot sand,
etepping over puddles, crossing a creek, wading through snow - each
suggestion stretches the imagination a little more. When the exercise is
over, most groups will have moved far from the first stiff self-conscious
steps without realizing when, or · how, or even that they have done it.
Next try different familiar activities: Tossing a ball, a beach ball,
a tennis ball, a football.
Flying a kite
Jumping rope
How long this goes on is beat left to the discretion of the teacher, who
can tell when the interest begins to wane.

MATERIALS NEEDED: drum or music
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PA.,~TOHDIB

A pantomime guaranteed to capture the interest of every player, regardless
of age, is "making or doing something." In the beginning the teacher will
offer suggestions, but later, the players will have ideas of their own.
Some good suggestions might be:
1. setting~ table
2. bakine a cake
1. feedin~ your do~
4. P,ettin~ dressed
5. doinr your home.work
6. turnin~ on a favorite TV pro~ram
7. huyin~ ~ pizza and taking it home
8. riding on a crowded bus and goin~ ~ast your stop
9. packing your backpack
10. choosing food in a cafeteria
Pantomimes of actions will grow more complicated as the players put them
into situations. The above might be inherent in such scenes as the
following:
1. You are petti.np, ready for a birthday party for your sister, and
Tnust set the table. What are you ,ming to ,mt on it? Are these decorations?
A cake? Is it a surodse? Are you alone?
2. You ~re bakin~ your first cake. No one is home, so you must read
aud ~,...lfow the recipe yourself. What will you put in it? What utensils
do vou need? Is it 11 succesj?
3. You have a new puppy and have come home from school to take care
of it.
What do you feed it? How much? How big is he? What kind of dog?
4. You are getting up on a Saturday morning. Today it has begun
snowing so you must dress to go out and play. What do you wear? Is it
cold? Are you excited about it? Do you take time to comb your hair? Eat
your breakfast?
5. It is after dinner and you have been told to
is a television show you would like to see, but you
What is the assignment? Do you like the subject? Is
What is the show you want to see? I s anyone else in
finally do about it?

do your homework. There
know you should study.
it hard? Easy? Boring?
the room? What do you

CHARADES
After children feel comfortable with the above exercise, charades
is a fun game to play with all ages. Simply give a child a slip of
paper with the name of an animal, character, or famous person. They must
act out their role, while the other children try to p,uess who or what
.they 11re.

K-5

THE WALL
Everyone stand up by your seat ••• in front of you is a wall ••• Do
everything you would have to do to get ready to paint that wall ••• When
your're ready, begin to paint ••• As you paint, I am going to magically
change things ••• You are painting with a hrush ••• It is slowly getting
bigger and bigger ••• it is one foot wide, two feet, three feet ••• it is
so heavyt you can hardly hold it up ••• Now, it is shrinking •• smaller, smaller,
smaller ••• It is now an inch wide, half an inch, •• tiny, tiny ••• Now, it
only has one tiny bristle ••• Now, it has suddenly changed into a tiny roller
••• It is beginning to get bigger ••• bigger ••• It is back to normal size ••
Now, the wall is beginning to change ••• It has become a brick wall ••• It
has changed to a wooden fence ••• Now, it's a stone wall ••• plaster board
••• concrete ••• Freeze.
Ask these questions:
What color were you painting?
Where was your wall?
Did you thi.nk about the clothes you were wearing? Did you change them?
A great activity for any grade!

K-5
THE RED BALLOON
When the students come in one morning, have the room full of colorful
balloons, or have one big bunch of helium filled balloons tied to one
of the desks, or give each student a balloon as he/she comes into the
classroom. Without saying a word, turn out the lights and show the
film classic, "The Red Balloon."
Following is a great activity for
followup of the movie.
Everyone find a partner and find youselves a space. Stand about ten
feet apart and one of you keep your balloon. When I say, "begin," play
catch with your balloon? Begin •••••• Freeze. Now imagine your are in a
slow-motion picture ••• Continue playing catch with the balloon, but move
ever so slowly ••• Begin ••••• Freeze. Now get rid of the balloon you have
been using ••• Imagine that one of you has a balloon ••• When I say, 11 begin 11 ,
you may play catch with it. Begin.
Try to imagine its size, color,
texture. Make it as real in your mind as you can .
Freeze.
Now try
the same thing, imagining the balloon, but putting yourself in a slowmotion picture ••••• Begin ••• Freeze.
Super for beginning a day or an afternoot!! !!
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Sroite teachers find thAt ~ctinP, a story while it is read aloud is a good
tr··nsftion f.rom pantomime to dramatizAtion. Many stories can be done in
this way, though some lend themselves to it better than others. One
story, which has met with success with more than one group, is included
here as an example. It is The Little Scarecrow Boy. Either the teacher
can read this aloud and the children act it o ut in pantomime, or a child
can read it while the rest act.
THE LITTLE SCARECROW BOY
Margaret Wise Brown
Arranged for creative playing by Aurand Harris
Once upon a time, in a cornfield, there lived a i:; care crow (he enters
and takes his place), and his scarecrow wife (she enters and takes her
place beside him), and their little scarecrow boy (he enters and joins
his mother and father).
Every day of the year, the old man scarecrow would go out into the
cornfield to make faces at the crows. (He crosses the room and takes
up his position in the cornfield.) And every day of the world little
scarecrow boy would want to come, too. (He goes to his father and pulls
at his coat.) And every d.a y of. the world, old rnan scarecrow would say:
No!
No, little boy,
You can't ~o.
Y('lu're not fierce enough to scare a crow.
Wait until you grow.
(He shows how high little scarecrow boy will have to grow. The little
boy is discouraged and returns to his mother.)
So, little scarecrow boy would have to stay home all day and just
grow. (Hie mother holds up her hand to the height he will have to grow.
First he stretches his neck, then he stands on his toes and finally he
jumps but he does not reach her hand.) Every morning when the sun came
up (the sun crosses the room, smiling happily), old man scarecrow went
out to the cornfield.
He waved his arms and made terrible faces.
Every day the crows cried, "Caw! caw! caw!" (The crows fly in and circle
around the corn, then one by one each crow sees old man scarecrow, screams,
and flies away.) He made such terrible faces that the crows would fly
far, far away.
Every night, when the sun went down (the sun walks back across the
playing space, smiling happily) old man scarecrow would go home (he goes
to the mother and the little boy), and there he would teach little scare
crow boy how to make fierce faces. (he makes a face and the little boy
imitates it.) One - two - three - four - five - six. Old lady scarecrow
would clap her hands and whistle through her teeth at the looks of them.
One day after the little boy knew all six of his father's terrible
faces eo that he could make them one after the other, he decided to go
out into the cornfield by himself and frighten a crow. (The scarecrows
h;,i.ve closed their eyes in sleep.) So the next morning, hefore the sun
was up, or old man scarecrow was up, or old lady sc;,J.recrow was up,
H.ttle scat'eCT'OW ~ny ~ot out of becl. (He ~teps f.orward cautiously.) He
dressed and went quietly ••• (he takes one Rtep) ••• quietly ••• quietly
out of the house and over to the cornfield. He stood in his father's
place. (He takes his father's position in the cornfield.)

.,

It was a fine morning and the sun came up. (The sun crosses the stage,
smilin~.) Far away over the trees, crows flP.w around and around. Little
scarecrow hoy wa,,ed his arms through the air. He had never felt fiercer
in all his life, (The little boy waves his arms and makes faces.) In the
distance the "caws" of the crows were heard. (The leader enters and all of
the crows fly in, circling the corn. One crow at a time sees the little
boy, screams and flies off. Only the leader is left and he is not afraid.
He starts toward the little scarecrow boy.)
"Ohl" said little scarecrow boy, and he made his first fierce face,
Still came flying the big crow.
"Oh, Ohl" said little scarecrow boy, and he made his first fierce face.
Still came flying the big crow,
"Oh, Ohl" said little scarecrow boy and he made his second fierce
face. Still came flying the big crow. He made his third fierce face,
"Oh, oh, obi" It was time to go. (He jumps down and runs in a circle,
covering very little ground but running hard. The crow flies after him.)
So, little scarecrow boy ran and ran. Then he stopped. He made his
fourth fierce face. Still came flying the big old crow, He ran and he
ran and he made his fifth fierce face. Still came flying the big old crow.
Little scarecrow boy had only one face left now. So he stopped. He held
his arms wide above his head and he made his sixth fierce face. (As he
makes his sixth face, the old crow stops, backs up, then turns and flies
off.)
Whoa! The old crow stopped and then backwards flew through the air,
feathers flying everywhere, until there wasn't even the shadow of a crow
in the cornfield. A scarecrow at last!
(Meanwhile, old man scarec:'.row walks to hts side.) Then little
scarecrow boy saw a shadow in fron of him and he looked around, There
beside him stood his father. Old man scarecrow was proud of his little boy
and shook his scarecrow hand. (They shake hands,) Old lady scarecrow was
proud of her little boy, who could.make all six fierce faces. (She pats him
fondly,) And when little scarecrow boy grew up, he was the fiercest
scarecrow in all the cornfields in all the world.
The above story would be good for grades 3-5. For the primary grades a
simpler story, or a more familiar story would be a good starting point.
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IMAGINARY PROPS
(The Stick and Scarf Game)
A simple dowel (3/4" x 18 11 ) or a
atick ( apiece of broom handle will
do), and a chiffon scarf serve to
atimulate imaginative dramatizations
and represent many objects. The
scarf suggests more objects if it
ia translucent rather than opaque.
the players sit in a circle on the
floor. First the stick is passed
around. As each player receives
the stick he/she haa five seconds
to turn the stick into an imaginary
object dramatically (banana, toothbrush, pogo stick, aword,etc.). No
one is allowed to dramatize an object
that has already been done. If a
player's idea is taken before his/her
turn, that player must think of
another idea quickly. Afte·1\.,~he
etick is l)assed two or three times
around the circle, it is replaced
with the scarf (apron, towel, shoe
shine cloth, blanket, bride's v ·11,
etc.).
The player who ie without an idea
or otherwise fails to use the prop
can be penalized by having to lay
on his/her stomach on the floor for
the remainder of the game.
Suggestions for the teacher:
Students will grow in fluency and
flexibility and will have experiences
in mime and portrayal, to say
nothing of building self-confidence,
·v:l1e.n they play this game of t:'l'..•

K-3

POOR KITTY

Thia is an exercise in holding
character for the players, and it
is an experience in portraying
an animal - the "kitty" ('. ; ) •
The players sit in a circle with
Kitty in the !enter. Kitty crawls
up to a player and says, "Meow,
meow, meow". Then the player,
without smiling, laughing, or
cracking up in any way, must slowly
pet the. kitty three times and say
with each st ri:ike, "Poor Kitty".
If the player cracks up, she/he becomes Kitty. If the player does
not smile or laugh, Kitty goes
on to the next player. How successful the Kitty is at making the
player laugh often depends upon.
how well she/he portrays a cat. How
successful the player is at keeping
a straight face depends upon how
well she/he can stay in character
or concentrate.

Some rules:
1. Kitty cannot touch the players,
but can get very,very close.
2. The player must pet the kitty
slowly three times and repeat
"Poor Kitty" with each stroke.
3. If a player does not crack up,
She/he can choose t~ be Kitty
or not.
4. It is ok to be a puppy instead
of a kitty (or a frog, a cow,
etc.).
Suggestion for the teacher:
Small children often want to play
the kitty more than to hold
character. Therefore, it is good
to compliment the players who keep
a straight face.
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DRAMATIC FABLES
Fables are popular with most children. One advantage of a fable is its
brevity. There is action as well as a quick and satisfying ending. The
following is a fable the children can play without much preparation.

THE TORTOISE AND THE HARE
There was once a Hare who was forever boasting of his great speed.
In fact, whenever more than two animals gathered together in the forest,
he would appear and then take the opportunity of telling them that he
could outstrip the best of them. Stretching his long legs proudly,
he would declare, "No one has ever beaten me. When I race at full speed,
there is no one who can pass me."
The other animals said nothing, for there was no one who wished to
dispute him. One day, the Tortoise, who had been listening quietly,
replied, "I accept your challen?,e. I will race you."
"That is a good joke," laughed the Hare. 11 I could go to the goalpost
and back before you had passed the first marker."
"Save your breath until you've won," said the Tortoise. "I'm willing
to race you."
The other animals, who were mighty tired of listening to the Hare's
boasts, were only too glad to hear someone speak up, though they s ecretly
wished .it had been an animal with a greater chance of winning. Nevertheless,
they cheered the little Tortoise on and helped draw up a course. Then
they lined up on each side and the Cock called the start of the race;
1 - 2 - 3 - gol
The Hare was gone and out of sight in a flash as his white cottontail
disappeared through the bushes. The Tortoise lcept his eyes straight
ahead and never varied his pace. Presently, the Hare returned and danced
around him, laughing at his slow progress. The Tortoise didn't say a word.
Then, to show his scorn for the Tortoise he lay down under a tree. He
yawned, shut his eyes, and finally curled up and took his afternoon nap.
The Tortoise only smiled and plodded on. After a while, the Hare awoke
from his sleep. He operled his eyes just in time to see the Tortoise crawl
past the winning post. As fast as he could make his legs go, he could
not get there in time to save the race. Tile Tortoise, slow as he was,
had crawled steadily forward while the Hare had spent his time running in
circles and taking a nap. "I'be learned a lesson today," said the Hare,
ashamed of himself for having made so much fun of his opponent. "It's
hard work, and not speed, that wins the race • .,

After the teacher has told the fable, there is a good opportunity for total
group participation: all can be hares, then tortoises. Younger children
particularly enjoy the physical movement of this story. After some
preliminary pantomime, it can be played in its entirety, since it is so
short. A large room lends itself to the race, which may be run in a wide
circle or in repeated circling of the space. Discussion brings out the
moral, which children ages eith to ten comprehend easily.

K-2

MOVE AND IMAGINE
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(The uae of a cymbal for background soWld adds to the drams of this activity.)

Sit down in your own apace and close your eyes. Think of all of the
many kind• of trees you have seen. Oaks, giant sequoias, weeping willows,
palm tree•, evergreens, maples, apple trees, and many more. If you
could becoma a tree, which tree would you choose to be? Imagine that
you are a •••d attached to that tree. When you hear the sound of the
cymbal, open your eyes - A gust of wind will pull you from the tree and
blow you into the air, (Begin tapping the cymbal lightly) Very
slowly now, move through the air, letting the wind carry you. Continue
floating and twirling ever so gently and gracefully. Allow the wind to
carry you wherave!' f.t will. The wind is calming down and very slowly,
ynu flutter to the ground. (Stop tapping the cymbal.) Close your
eyes, Mke your }·ocl.y as small as you can • As small as a tiny seed
wra,ped in a ti~ht cost. Sleep and sink deeper into the dark earth.
When you hear the sound of the cymbal, awake. (Start tapping it lightly)
Look around you. You seem to be all alone in the darkness. You feel
aornethinF, warm touching your coat. It is the rain that has fallen to
the earth and trickled down into the soil. Slowly •••••• you send a little
root into the 1011. It grow, longer, longer, reaching deeper and deeper
into tha 1oil. Continue drinking more rain and taking in minerals from
the soil. Little seed, you're feeling much warmer now. High above you,
where you cannot see, the sun shines and you send a stem upward. Slowly,
the stem grow• until it1 head is almost at the surface of the ground.
(Build up to a climax on the cymbal.) More rain comes down and you
push harder and harder until the stem breaks through the surface of the
earth. You feel the warm air and the gentle breeze. Then the sun comes
out and you begin to spread your leaves. You grow taller and taller and
fuller, until you are changed into a magnificent, full-grown tree.
Freeze.
Ask these questions:
What kind of tree did you become?
Where did the wind carry you?
What did you see aroWld you?
An

excellent activity to use with a tree or plant unit.

AN EXCELLENT RESOURCE BOOK:
Secrete and Surprise• , Joe Wayman, Lorraine Plum, published by Good Apple.
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PASS THE CUP

VIE PASS TIE CUPfKOH LEfTTO MT I.II •,ws

PASS llf CIIP MD
Rhythm and coordination can be checked/improved with this singing game.
A ~roup of any number of persons, any ages, may participate.

The group
forms a circle, each person kneels on both knees and faces the center.
F..ach singer has a paper cup held in his/her right hand. As the song is
!lung, the cups are passed, on the floor, from one person to the next,
from left to right, every two beats (twice per measure). However, on the
words, 11 Ne-ver, ne-ver" the cup-in-hand is tapped on the floor without
passing it on. Each player still makes the passing motion, but no one
lets the cup go (in other words, do a "fake pass"), Then that cup is
passed to the next player on the word, 'miss". If any singer goofs, she/
he is out of the game. The tempo of the song is increased each round;
this speeding up is guaranteed to eliminate singers until at the end when
the 11 champ" is left "holding the cup I"
Suggestions:
Sing the song very slowly at first, allowing everyone to understand the
process and to coordinate motions to the beat of the music. Utter chaos
will probably ensue at first. Stop the singing, have everyone get a
cup again, and start over.
A referee can be appointed ~1 watch in order to tag the players who have
"aoofed. 11 Should a player tagged for elimination mention that it was the
player next to him/her, it 18 beat to put both (or sometimes three) 'players
out. It is very possible for more than one player to be the cause.
Styrofoamce~a work great!
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K-2
A RHYTHMIC EXERCISE TITLE "STATUES"
MATERIALS NEEDED: Drum, or tambourine, or background music, or clapping.
Take space ••• When I start tapping the drum, begin moving and shaking your
whole body. (You could use a tambourine, background music, clapping hands,
itc., in place of the drum.) Begin tapping the drum. When I stop
tapping the drum, freeze into the ugliest position you can think of ••• (Stop
tapping the drum.) Decide what ugly person, thing, or creature you've
become. Hold your position. When I come around, whisper your identity to
me. Relax.
You might vary the activity by having students freeze into the funniest,
silliest, angriest character they can imagine.
A fun activity for alll

MORE RHYTHMS

Clapping a rhythmic pattern and having the children copy you is a great
attention getter. This could be done when it is time to switch centers,
reading groups, etc.
Any pattern will do. This is a fun break for the
children and the teacher.

K-5
RHY '.' lIMIC ACTIVITIES

The following activities are designed to help the student discover the
drama in movement. In the early stages the leader works within the
group, movinr, out when the participants are secure and able to move
without heT' support. She. does not show the ~roups what to do, but she
sup~nrts, in every way pnssible, honest effort, involvement, and the
development of 1.ndividual ideas.

1.. Take the ~roup on a journey over a desert, across a river, up a hill,
over both smooth and rou~h ground, over sl1.ppery rocks, through tall grass,
and into an open field. Vivid imaging stimulated by rhythmic accompaniment
make this a favorite game of young children and a challenge to older ones.
2. Have the group listen to different beats and then imagine what gaits
or characters they suggest, which might be an Indian chief striding, an
old man shuffling, a toddler, a young woman running for a train, a delivery
boy with a heavy load, or a night watchman on his rounds. Try moving
like these characters.
3, Do the same things with moods. Have the group first listen and then
tell whether the beats sound happy, sad, proud, excited, sneaky, angry,
or shy. Have the group move together to the same beats, expressing these
moods.

4. "Snail" is a good beginning game for establishing a common rhythm.
Have the group form a single file, each putting his or her hands on the
shoulders of the person in front. The leader moves to the center of the
room with the line following. Chanting "snail, snail, snail, snail,' 1 the
group moves into a shell-like formation. l'1hen the players can move in no
further, they reverse and move back into their ori~inal circle.
5. ~hythms C,!l.n surP:est ni:>nnle wc,:rkin~ or mo"i.n~ in unison. Try beats
that ~escr:f.he the fol1m,d.no-: an asse:rnhlf.'. lire, a r,,archinP: band, robots,
1,lotorc1,cl es i a th 1. ete warninP' up. workmen nsi.nP: picks i j og~ers ,etc.
6. "-Tot only younP: children hut adult actors en.1oy su~p,esting di···;•ere'. t
a.ntmals through rhythmic movement, Try to f:f nrl rhythms for the f;llowing:
Horses

cats
rabbits
snakes

chickens
cranes
kangaroos
monkeys

nice
frop:s
sea gulls
pigeons

7. An imaginative exercise that requires a little more experience is the
creation of fantastic creatures. Ask the class to imagine strange or
fanciful animals and then to show with their bodies what the animals are
like. How do they look? What are they made of? etc.
8. The following is a quieting exercise to be used after vigorous movement. Sitting in a circle on the floor, the group creates different rhythms
and sounds. Clapping hands, snapping fingers, tapping knees, and brushing
the floor softly with the hands are among the sounds that can be made in
this poistion. Have each child put two, then three of these sounds together
in a rhythmic sequence. The group listens carefully and tries to repeat
the sequence.

K-5
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GREAT MUSICAL WAYS TO START YOUR DAY

1. Have music playing as the children come into the room. Instruct them
that they are to relax to the music as they come into the room. Silently
get ready for the day, then begin the entry task, whether it be writing a
letter to you, writing in a journal, or whatever you choose. I have found
that the music helps children forget about wh,1t happened on the way to
school or at home, relax and focus on the day.

2. Have soft music playing as the children come in. They may talk, do
their jobs and get ready for the day until the music stops. When the
children see you walk towards the record player, they know they must get
into their seats and be ready for the day. When they are all in their
seats and quiet, allow the music to play for a minute longer, just letting
them relax. Then when you turn it off they will be ready for the day.
This has been successful in several classrooms.

3. Another that has been a favorite in my classroom has been as follows:
Children come in and get ready for the day. When the time is up for them
to be finished I begin a clapping rhythm; clnp hands, clap knees, clap
hands, clap kne~~. and continue this pattern. The children must clap alonp.
Then comes a deliphtful son~. The children echo everythinr,; you sing, clapping
continues. This sonP is entitled°Flea Fly" ~nd is to the tune of Cuma
T,,q ~r-t~ta. 'l"he words are as follows~
(lines 1,2,3 and 8 are spoken)
Flr ,,
(echo)
Flea fly (echo)
Flea fly flow (echo
Cuma la, Cuma la, Cuma la Vista
(echo)
NO, No, nonono not the vist~
(echo)
Eeny meeny hex a meeny, oohwah, oo'hwah a meeny (echo)
x a meeny, zo la meeny, oohwah, oohwah
(echo)
BE BILLY I IlUY BO BOUGHTEN BEETEN BOUGHTEN SHHHHHHHH, (echo)

The final line is the most fun for all. When they come to shhhh, they know
to fold their hands and be ready for the day.
I have found that fr.his is a wonderful way to call their attention for any
reason. The last line can be used by itself or the whole song sung.
It 1 s great foo! I

•
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SOME OTHER USES FOR THE ART OF MUSIC IN THE CLASSROOM
stening music or mood music to do creative writing by, can be a great
inspirition to the writer. The teacher may wish to select a piece of
music to play for the class. Have them listen to the music once without
writing anything. Then have them write,again liateninp to the music. Ask
for. someth:lni specific the first few times this is done. For example:
11
...

Tf the sonp is lively, ask them to write anything that is happy to them.
soothinr,, have them write about how they relax, etc.

T.s t\0 ~on.p i.s s1 ow and

T,:fst,,.nin('P music :f.s also good just as a hackgr1.1und to many suhjects 9 i.e.,
Penmanship, 1trt. - this will really cut the noise 1evel down, math practice,
etc.
'!usic seeTTis to keep the mind active. This tends to improve the
level of achieve111ent :fn the children's work.

Lunchtime i.s a fun time to introduce diEcrent types ciLmus ic, such
as classical, jazz, etc.
Following is a list of albums that I have found to be
exciting to use in the classroom:
Tchaikovsky ; Symphony No. 6, The World Symphony (classical)
Maynard Ferguson; M.F. Horn Two (Jazz)
Beethoven; Symphony No. 6
(classical
Nadia's Theme (mixture of musical classifications)

Children learn many songs in the music specialist's classes. If the
teacher will take the time to learn some of them with their children,
singing can become a fun part of the day. Singing can be a means for
self expression. Without taking much preparation time for the classroom
teacher, she/he can encourage creativity through sinfting .1 ust by singing
wfth the children the songs they learn in music class.

Chapter 4
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The creative arts activities included in this
project are meant to be used by elementary teachers to help
enhance creative thinking skills in their classrooms.

The

arts are a wonderful beginning to opening up the whole
avenue of creativity in children.
The environment a child finds himself in will determine the amount of creativity he will feel free to express or
develop.

If others react positively to children's ideas and

inventions, they will create more.

Children lose confidence

in their abilities if they are treated negatively.
Any new solution to a problem, or production of any
new product, such as a song, a poem, is a creative act.
Children need to realize they do not have to be the first
to do it to be creative.

The act must be novel, something

not done before by the person doing it.
be copied.

Creativity cannot

It would be beneficial to the teacher to compare

productivity to creativity; productivity implying quantity,
creativity implying quality.
It is the recommendation of this writer that elementary teachers use this handbook as a beginning to their work
with creativity.

A quote that will be beneficial for all
49

closes this report.

"Whether or not the creative ability

within a child will remain alive depends almost completely
on the kind of world in which he finds himself and the
people with whom he associates"
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(13:13).
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